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Ludwig von Ichabod professional people
As a passing fancy, have you
lately how professional
Student Services in the new
SUBOG building has become?
We began last year with a full
time secretary in SAC because
everybody thought that two part-
time secretaries could not handle
the volume of work. Then Board
of Pubs had troubles with Cord
editors (last year the editorship
changed hands four times) so this
year a full time, paid editor is
hired to publish student news.
Lately, a Games Room manager
is hired to look after the billiard
tables, shuffle boards, and ping
pong tables, and a host of other
unspecified duties. What is hap-
pening? Can the students no
longer handle their own affairs?
What will happen to SAC and
SUBOG (not that you give a
damn) in the coming years?
Some universities now have a
full time, paid president to hand-
le all student affairs. Will WLU
do likewise.
If professional people are in
vogue now, I predict that WLU
may have a Co-ordinator for
SAC and SUBOG and other in-
dependent committees. This man
will dictate and delegate respon-
sibilities and duties to the folks
of high positions. It seems that
no longer can the active and in-
terested students devote a lot of
time to look after student affairs
properly and still keep up with
academic assignments leading to
that godallmighty BA. More-
over, chaos reigns magnificently
in the student administration—
too much of personality con-
flicts. petty bickerings, etc., go
on. And this tends to be detri-
mental to the functioning of stu-
dent activities and coordination.
A full time Co-ordinator may
make student affairs run more
smoothly. However will this not
infringe upon the students who
have a desire to work for the
benefit of the lazy majority? Do
we need a co-orindator
7 Is there
another solution'?
Students put more demands
on SAC and SUBOG, and the ex-
pansion of committees and res-
ponsibilities are too great for
the few to handle and handle well.
A total participation of all stu-
dents would only create chaos—
and that is one of the reasons
why we (the voting few) elect
interested people to represent
us and do our bidding. However,
incentives such as prestige,
honorariums and fringe benefits
are not enough to sustain one's
stamina. The invectives, critic-
ism, cynacism (mostly destruc-
tive, rather than constructive)
and what - have - you from lazy-
ass philosophers in the Torque
do tend to get working folks
down. I can predict that soon
delegation of responsibilities to
"lesser" participants will not be
voluntary, but on a mercenary
basis, with money as the incen-
tive—the ultimate in capitalism.
Ideals such as free labour, vol-
untary work from the heart, in
every facet of SAC and SUBOG
and independent committees by
the students are fast dying out.
Only capitalistic incentives
make good motive for people to
work and participate.
But there is hope for us still,
to salvage our souls from having
professionals who will dictate
to us. Alas, after looking at the
specimens on this campus, I
have fears.
How then, can we remain mas-
ters of our own affairs? And god-
damnit, don't give me that bull-
shit like student apathy, com-
placency and indifference—
those words don't mean much
anymore. I have no solution; I
only hope you out there in Read-
erland might. And I told you so.
Speaking of the second floor
of the New Subog building, I see
that the games room area is
majoratively dominated by males.
To date, hardly any chick ven-
tures into that section of the
building. Are billiards, table ten-
nis, and shuffle boards repulsive
to them"? Girls, you've paid your
sheckels, too, so why not make
use of facilities. I hate to think
that the chicks have this notion
that they are prohibited from
the games room. It would be a
sore thing to see happening
right now—with the precedent set
that that section is closed to
males alone. Remember, girls,
you too can put a guy behind
the eight ball. And that's what
counts, isn't it? In billiards, I
mean.
What the hell does attract the
students to participate in any
event? Last Thursday, the peo-
ple in Subog tried an Animal
Dance in the New Ball Room.
Much advanced publicity was
given so that students knew there
would be two bands playing. The
price was more than reasonable.
I really grooved on the bands:
Jack Pine and the Brass Union.
So did the people who attended.
Many just sat back and listen-
ed. But that wasn't all that was
to offer. For the first time, there
were an overabundanceof chicks-
yes, lovely, delectable females-
just waiting for the nervous
guys to ask. With a ratio of 2:1
around ten o'clock, and there
was about 350 tickets sold, guess
how great the choices were.
But it is symptomatic of WLU
students that they don't want to
do anything. Subog runs dances
to break even; not at a profit;
however it seems that even with
the attendance of 350, Subog lost
money. You know what dis
means? It comes out of SAC
treasury, which comes out of
your Student Activities fee,
which means that some other ac-
tivity in future will have a lousy
budget to work with—and you
aren't going to get what you de-
serve. Hell, maybe you are get-
ting what you deserve.
Support your local Subog ac-
tivities. Its cheaper in the long
run.
Now if you people out there
think that Ludwig has finally
flipped his crassness and gone
soft, don't bet on it. I always give
credit where credit is due. And
this time I think that Subog or-
ganized that Animal Dance well,
only you fickle people are to
blame.
As a parting shot, I hear that
Chiaroscuro will try to arise
again this year as a Cord suppli-
ment. For all you creative minds
who have bundles and oodles of
sentimental and neurotic poetry
and other related prose, you can
see them in print—along with
your name. The editor of Chiar-
oscuro is Steve Young, and the
deadline for submission is sooner
than you think. The issue comes
out on December 2. Geniuses,
submit to the Cord office.
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Have you
considered this
Leadership Profession?
The qualities of leadership show up in men wards for the diligent, for the Chartered
who have chosen Chartered Accountancy as Accountant is a key-man in today's business
theirprofession,sincethosewhoareresource- and financial world.
ful, have a keen analytical sense, enjoy meet- Among the many firms of Chartered Accoun-
ing and working with people and can stand tants who employ CA students are those
strong on their convictions, are the business participating inthisadvertisement.Thesefirms
leaders of today. As a Chartered Accountant and others are interviewing on your campus,
you may apply your talents in a public ac- The names of most local CA firms are listed
counting practice, in industry, education, or in your yellow pages under the heading,
government. Each avenue provides rich re- Accountants —Public.
Price Waterhouse & Co. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
Recruiting for all Canadian offices Openings in 19 offices coast to coast in Canada
Riddell, Stead & Co. Thorne, Gunn, Helliwell & Christenson
Offices throughout Canada with 43 offices across Canada and the Caribbean
WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Whetheryou have decided on yourfuture or not, this
Nov. 16 - Nov. 20 ' s an excellent opportunity to find out more about
Chartered Accountancy as a career. Visit the on-
campus recruiters, a local firm of CA's, ask your
Check with placement office for specific placement officer, or write directly to:
requirements of each firm.
The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Ontario
69 Bioor Street East, Toronto, Ont.
WE CARE
Problems, hung-up, need in-
formation, want to rap, Call
Hi-Line. Hi-Line is a student
operated telephone counsel-
ling service. The phones are
manned by trained volunteer
students who will talk about
whatever you wish. If you
have a problem you wish to
talk over in complete confi-
dence—give us a call.
Hi-Line is open 7:00 p.m. to
7:00 a.m. 7 nights a week.
745-4733
DO CLEAN THINGS TO YOUR CLOTHES 10% student discount
220 King St. W. SWAN CLEANERS Same Day Service
CONVOCATION
More Than 300 Receive
Degrees on November 8
More than 300 students received degrees Sunday at the fall
convocation of Waterloo Lutheran University, conducted at
the Kitchener Memorial Auditorium.
Receiving honorary degrees were Dr. Robert J. Marshall of
New York, president of the Lutheran Church in America; and
Lister Sinclair of Toronto, the well-known Canadian play-
wright.
In addition, the university conferred the designation of pro-
fessor emeritus upon Dr. William E. Gwatkin, a WLU pro-
fessor of classics, who retired in 1967. It was the first time
any faculty member outside of the Seminary of the university
had been honored with the designation. It is an indication of
the high esteem in which Dr. Gwatkin is held by the WLU
community.
Earlier in the day, Lieut-Gov. W. Ross Macdonald, chan-
cellor of the university, presided at a luncheon for distinguish-
ed visitors.
The above is a news article. Very straight, very factual.
However, it doesn't convey the meaning of convocation.
The feeling and emotional response that is so vital to the
pageantry is missing—convocation is a play, a contempor-
ary fertility rite, emmergence of acceptance into the adult
world of careers, working nine to five, a two week vacation,
buying a house on the lav-away long-term plan.
Yes, Lutheran held another fall convocation and three
hundred attended. Numbers do not signify much. The tribe
had three hundred members reach puberty simultaneously.
Growth from past convocations shows the tribe's physical
growth, it says nothing about cultural growth.
The convocation this past Sunday was like all convoca-
tions; it had the proscribed pageantry; the needed pomp
and ceremony; the scene was sweet and marvelous as is
fitting to such a step in life.
The intitiates were decked and dazzling in rent-a-gowns
and miter boards. The antiseptic purity of the graduates
was their acceptance of the decorum and permeated ac-
quiesence to the fullness of the pageant. Under the facade,
the morass of unseeing, unfeeling, dull glaring faces fairly
yelled placebo.
Future society entered in twos to the beat of their own
drummers - slightly off key, slightly loud and yet truly
mediocre. This last, a tribute to their innermost aspirations
the personification of their future niche-in-life, the sublime
beauty of sameness resting lightly on their shoulders.
They, the generation knowing few wants, couldn't con-
ceive the enormity of their presumptuous pomposity.
But then fall convocation is SO special - the teachers of
our children must never forget their social posturing. They
must be ready to mold conforming young minds. It is their
contribution to quilt the mantle that negates creativity
and thereby leads to all that is good and proper and nec-
essary. How else could there be another crop of fall grad-
uates? perpetuation of a species is cardinally vital to any
life form and, therefore, is nature's way.
A parade is not complete without clowns and a passion
play requires the seven sins. The peons of progressive
thought, the moulders of immaturity entered next. Their
presence was characteristic of the erewhonian spendor of
passion plays - the unreality of the strutting peacocks af-
fected tender hearts. The presumpuous robes and posturing
are an immaculate conception. Our illustrious fore-
bears had the true grasp of foreboding - the colours were
brilliant and well suited for colour television.
With the deposited mace the enormity and annomaly was
complete and ready for the next meaningful act. lister Sin-
clair. China via England routed Canadian writer was im-
pressive when awarded his degree. Unfortunately, he was
not required to speak - instead Dr. Robert Marshall gave
an address. A more dull meaningless irrelevant speaker
would have been hard to find. A true cleric and minister.
Dr. Marshall gave a fantastic parody of a sermon. The
main aspect of learning emphasized was the graduate's
affinity to God. The graduates learned they did not attend
university tor any reason other than to understand God -
if they did learn this and did understand God's mercy, a
christian God's mercy, then they were obviously well
rounded scholars ready to apply their learning to the won-
derful God-given world. Dr. Marshall stressed the ir-
revence and irrelevance of a personal morality without a
God-myth pseudo justification. The appropriateness of his
speech illustrated and confirmed the true trilogy behind
the banal event - we had the two dimensional boring vision
of Marshall's god as father, the ignorance of formalized
education as Son. the pomp and pageantry as the fantasy
realm and vision of the Holy ghost.
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SPECIAL SAC MEETING
discuss hartt's status
by C. Yolleck
On Tuesday approximately 650 students attended a spe-
cial general meeting of SAC called to present the results
of a student committee report investigating the recommen-
dation that Professor Joel Hartts contract not be renewed.
The meeting followed a request
by SAC on the previous Thurs-
day that "the University stop the
processing of recommendations
from all department chairmen on
the issues of contract renewals
and non-renewals for the next
academic year, until such time
that further investigation in such
matters can be carried out by
SAC and Faculty Council." At
that time SAC was convinced
that not all considerations had
been made in Prof. Hartt's case.
Committee Reports
The committee, consisting of
Peter Cressatti, chairman.
Penny Steward, Paul Jones,
Nathan Garber, Bruce Long and
Peter Hyne, presented three
papers to SAC and
the students.
In the first paper
the argument
was presented that the decisions
made about Hartt's contract
were "unjust" and that a review
of priorities was necessary. It
was pointed out that, contrary to
the stated reasons for a cutback
in the Philosophy Department,
enrollment had increased from
600 to 640 since the 1969-70 year.
In the same period the faculty
had been decreased from 7 to 6.
Furthermore, the major criti-
cism of the department was that
it was weak in logic and analysis
programs. The removal of Hartt,
it argued, could only cause more
weakness.
While the student-faculty ratio
is 107:1 for the entire depart-
ment, Hartt teaches 176 students.
This is more than any other
Philosophy professor. In addi-
tion, Hartt teaches more hours
than the other members of the
department (excluding his Relig-
ion and Culture 3308 class). Also
noted was the fact that through
Phil. 350 and R&C 3308, Hartt
is one of the few profs, involved
in the recent Senate proposal
for more "open-end" and social
awareness courses.
Seniority and the hiring and
firing procedure were the topic
of the second paper. All decisions
on who is to be hired or fired
are made by the chairman of a de-
partment (usually in conjunc-
tion with the seniors of the fac-
ulty). He is selected for a three-
year term by the members of
the department. After a recom-
mendation is made by the chair-
man, it is forwarded in turn to
the Faculty Dean, the Vice-Presi-
dent (Academic), Dr. Healy, and
finally to President Peters. If it
has been approved down the
line, there is little Peters can
do but also approve.
The main determinant of who
will not have his contract re-
newed is tenure. This system
places those with the least sen-
iority "on the block." Indeed
once one has tenure (full and as-
sociate profs.) only gross in-
competence will cause you to be
fired. Only the ability to teach a
specialty course such as Existen-
tialism and the necessity of that
course can outweigh a lack of
tenure. This brief raised the
point that while contribution to
the university community is an
important factor in promotion,
it does not appear to be so in fir-
ing.
In the final paper the role of
the student, the University and
education were discussed. It was
argued that the quality of edu-
cation will be raised by participa-
tion of the University community
in broader issues. The commit-
tee felt that Joel Hartt had "al-
tered the ivory-tower concept of
learning" by taking his classes
"outside the norms of the school
environment and into the con-
crete world." There is a need
for this type of education but
can WLU respond to this need?
Should students have a say
in
determining who will provide this
education?
At the conclusion of the com-
mittee's presentation it was mov-
ed that SAC ask the Philosophy
Department to reverse its de-
cision and renew Hartt's contract.
In the ensuing debate it was
learned that the Philosophy
Council was not informed until
the decision had been made by
Prof. Little. It was suggested
that the motion should not ask
for a renewal of Hartt's contract,
but should instead ask for a stu-
dent voice in these matters. How-
ever, if the decision is reversed
we will have effectively accom-
plished just that. Since the final
date for notification of firing is
December 18, 1970, it was re-
quested that the motion, should
it pass, ask for a reply within a
certain time limit.
The audience noted that Prof-
essors Little and Hartt and Dr.
Peters were not present at the
meeting. Both Little and Hartt
absented themselves so that
there would be no undue stress
on students to speak for either
side. President Peters, it was
learned, was willing to appear
if the students wanted him to.
When it was found that this was
the case, he was summoned.
Admin. View
Peters concisely stated the
administration's view. Operating
costs, excluding faculty salaries,
were up $540,000 or between 12
and 13%. The raise in the gov-
ernment grant to the school is
only 5% as compared to 6% last
year. This leaves a deficit of 7
to 8%. As a result of this deficit
it was decided not to increase
the number of faculty, but in-
stead to rearrange the number
of faculty members in each de-
partment. (If one department
loses a Professor another gains
one). In this regard, the depart-
ment chairmen were asked to
see whether they could provide
the same program with one less
professor. He stressed that no
department was asked to make
cuts. The result of the review
was that four professors were sug-
gested for non-renewal.
Peters also noted that there
have been administrative cuts
and that we have one of the low-
est administrative budgets in
Canada. Other universities, Guel-
ph and McGill, also have the
same monetary problems. He
readily admitted that we are
playing the "numbers game''
and that we must do our own
housekeeping.
Under questioning from the
floor he stated that the athletic
department was not considered
for cuts. When asked about the
lack of student involvement in
hiring and firing he replied that
"that has been our choice.
''
Following the President's
speech, the original motion was
withdrawn by the mover, Peter
Cressatti and amended to read
as follows: "that SAC recommend
to the chairman of the Philos-
ophy Department that Joel
Hartt's standard probationary
contract be renewed and that
SAC be given a response by
Monday, November 16, 1970."
The motion was seconded by
Bob Purdon and apparently re-
ceived unanimous approval of
SAC.
Present at the meeting was
Professor Ralph Blackmore in
his capacity as president of the
WLU branch of the Canadian
Association of University Teach-
ers. He came to acquaint himself
with our views and take away
ideas for future consideration.
Personally Blackmore would like
to see Joel Hartt stay. The re-
sponse Tuesday may make that
the CAUT view.
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Over 500 concerned students packed IEI to overflowing in order to participate in the special SAC meeting.
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President Peters gave the administration views, andexpressed deep con-
cern for the financial problems facing vVL U in the coming year.
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Peter Cressatti
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SAC CIRCUS
ron kaden
Well, this week the Circus switched to that black bat's
nest of a cave with the money green floor across from the
Registrar's office. The arena is a little smaller than 1-301
but if you add in a
few other strategic bureaucratic cubi-
cles around the school (a bureaurocratic cubicle is a room,
somewhat square, that has carpet on the floor which
in inself is a sure sign of a pseudo-empire builder). Well
now that your lost in the jargon of a neophite satirist let
me explain just why the administration and not SAC
have taken over the three rings of comedy.
Apparently, the administration has decided that it
can't afford all the professors it now has. In order to save
money it must fire some professors and the Russian de-
partment, some English profs and Joel Hartt of the Phil-
osophy department are to be axed. Those with the least
seniority and no tenure are the ones to be fired first.
Whether or not they are more highly qualified academ-
ically or receive a high score in the student evaluation
of faculty has no relevance on whether they will be fired.
This is not firing because of misconduct or academic
record but simply a move to decrease costs which makes
one wonder why a couple of department heads who pre-
sumably make more weren't considered as economically
unviable. Granted students are not allowed to sit on hir-
ing and firing committees but this appears not so much
to be a hiring and firing matter but one involving student-
teacher ratios, courses to be offered, and the validity of
student faculty evalutions. In order to express the stu-
dents views on this subject, SAC and the Faculty Coun-
cil representatives will investigate the question of Fac-
ulty security and tenure and recommend through a
unanimously approved SAC motion that contract renewal
talks and the firing notices be suspended until a more de-
tailed examination of the problem is available. If student
faculty council representation is to be meaningful then
the student reps must be consulted on this important mat-
ter.
Brian, (Mr. rah! rah! Joe College) Thomson introduced
a motion to approve Fraternities at W.L.U. No facts, no
policy let's just whish through another washy motion.
Well after a rather uninformed rap session on whether or
not we should allow just good or just bad Frats it was
decided to make a study of them. A brilliant idea since
Thomson didn't even know if the administration had a
policy against them or not. If York University strictly
prohibits them then they can't be all that innocent and
virtuous.
Diana Urqnhart reported on the Lab Science require-
ment. A Referendum will be held on the opinion of stu-
dents regarding the. removal of the lab requirement of
the required science course for the General B.A. The ref-
erendum will be of great benefit to the curriculum com-
mittee. Perhaps the lab science requirement can be ful-
filled by a course on the environment which could include
the essential scientific methodology.
Peter Cressatti was very critical about the poor turn-
out at the senate and cannabis election. He felt that it was
poorly publicized. However, there was lots of publicity
put up and perhaps the fault lies in the discussion not to
allow the candidates to campaign.
Hurrah!! John Mules made it to the Circus to explain
just what he HAD been doing in SUBOG (that's who runs
the new building and plans student non-athletic entertain-
ment in case you didn't know). For a while we thought
SUBOG in ignoring SAC was trying to set up a facist
border state in the new student building but alas they
were only bluffing and they really are sensitive to the
wishes of the students through SAC. We're going to have
a movie a week, a weekly dance or pub and a concert.
There was a rather heated discussion over the pub rang-
ing from the price of beer to security. John Myles however,
feels quite confident that everything will work out in
the end if the students play it cool at the pubs. We can't
emphasize this enough: it is up to the students to conduct
themselves with a little common sense if they want the
pub to continue. Remember last year, there weren't any
pubs on campus after the Winter Carnival pub incident!
We got the impression that John Myles, although having
developed a very good program of student entertainment
was rather shaky on the factual details of each and per-
haps this could be attributed to a communication break-
down between himself as chairman of SUBOG and the
other members of the board.
Students Seek Parity
The student delegates caucus,
of the Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada, which
met in Winnipeg last week, passed
unanimously a motion that stu-
dents have "the right and need''
of parity "with all other elements
of the university community on
bodies that govern that commun-
ity.'' This was not approved by
the pleniary session of the
AUCC and another motion of
the student delegates requesting
parity on the AUCC's Board of
Governors was turned down. Stu-
dents instead of receiving 8 mem-
bers of the 24 man board, which
has equal faculty and administra-
tion representation, got only 3
or a token amount.
The AUCC is an Administra-
tors Club of Canadian Univer-
sities. Student delegates are in-
vited from time to time in recog-
nition of their increasing role in
the administration of the Univer-
sity. There has always been
some doubt over the desirability
of student representation at the
AUCC conferences. This arises
out of a conflict of student vs.
administrators perceived func-
tion of a university. It might be
said that faculty and adminis-
trators see Universities as a
source of jobs and not as stu-
dents who see them as a source
of education. In order to bring
AUCC over to this philosophy, stu-
dents should have parity on the
governing board.
National Student
Research Program
When student delegates failed
to achieve parity they switched
to other benefits of AUCC mem-
bership. AUCC has a million dol-
lar annual budget of which 90%
is spent on research. Student
delegates proposed, that some of
this amount be spent on student
orientated research. The research
priorities for 1970-71 should in-
clude, student aid and accessib-
ility, student employment, Pro-
fessor training and tenure. The
principle of tenure which has
become increasingly relevant at
WLU these days, was to be look-
ed at by assessing the criteria of
hiring, firing, promotion and
tenure. In recognition of the fact
that the provincial governments
have become increasingly reluc-
tant, especially in the poorer
provinces, to pass the increasing
costs of university education, the
student delegates proposed that
extensive research be conducted
into the psychological, social
and economic aspects of the Fed-
eral government's proposal for
an Education Opportunity Bank.
The E.0.8. proposes to lend stu-
dents without bias the total cost
of their University education
and have them repay it by an
increase in their taxes (i.e. abil-
ity to pay per year) over a per-
iod of years. The EOB would
end provincial subsidies to edu-
cation and therefore the annual
cost to a student would be at
least $5000. At a time when
some universities in the United
states offer free education and
in the aftermath of various polit-
ical promises of free education
in Canada, this comes as a
shock. However, if you doubt the
sincerity of the plan you should
listen carefully to the increased
reluctance of the provinces to
pay and also the fact that the
present government proposes to
attempt to introduce the pro-
gram nationally by 1972. The
country has decided that it can't
afford to make education a right.
Consider for a moment the son
of a man who makes six thous-
and dollars per year wanting to
undertake a fifteen to twenty
thousand dollar debt when he
realizes he might want to get
married and own a thirty thous-
and dollar home. Education be-
comes again a luxury of the rich.
President's Address
Dr. Roger Gaudry, the Presi-
dent of AUCC emphasized in his
address that the present trend
towards the rejection of conser-
vative views by university rad-
icals and pseudo-radicals was
very dangerous to academic
freedom. The university must re-
main politically neutral in the
community and can never be
regarded as a Republican or
Marxist university. The univer-
sity must get out into the com-
munity and become a part of
it. If it is to do this then it must
be pr°nared to listen to both
left and right wing attitudes.
Lest you doubt the validity of
this at WLU refresh your mem-
ory by recalling the "Under At-
tack'' show featuring the Rev.
Carl Mclntire. In this case a
right wing hawk made idiots out
of a few students because they
failed to listen to his position
and attack it on an intelligent
level.
Lawson WLU Delegate
Jim Lawson, SAC president,
was one of the delegates from
WLU. He felt that the conference
was extremely rewarding in
that he can understand the posi-
tion of both faculty and admin-
istration in their relation with
students. He came back from
the conference with the definite
feeling that student parity is
absolutely necessary. Students
in paying one fifth the cost of
their education and the possibil-
ity of having to pay it all, have
the right to be consulted in all
affairs of the university commun-
ity. He sees the present contract
renewal incident as proof of the
necessity of this. Lawson feels
that the present token represen-
tation is no substitute with parity.
Lawson also explained, that
even though the student delegates
of the various Canadian univer-
sities united at a conference be-
fore the AUCC meeting, that a
National Union at this time was
not possible. The regional dif-
ferences are just too great. Law-
son is considering however, the
membership of WLU in the On-
tario Student Union.
T. C. Douglas addressed the
student caucsus on the War
Measures Act. Out of his re-
marks a motion was passed to
make November 13 a National
Protest Day on the WMA. This
was felt necessary in view of
the fact that the government is
unable to prove that there was
"an apparent insurrection or
anything close to it in Quebec".
It was also felt that "the Federal
Government is using recent
events to create an atmosphere
of hysterical repression in Can-
ada, and has effectively destroy-
ed civil liberties in Canada, in
order to conceal a deplorable
social and economic situation in
Quebec".
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QUALITY OF TENURE
jdb
We are seeing, once again this week, that a basic tricho-
tomy exists between student need for quality education,
faculty need for security, and societies' economic demands
on a university. The question of the renewal of one pro-
fessor's contract on this campus involves all of these things.
This is a real and immediate problem, and rightly con-
cerns the students of this university. It should, however, not
obscure the basic problem. We are concerned, or should be,
with the quality of this university community. The "Em-
ergency SAC meeting" seemed, at times, to have degenera-
ted into a "Circus Maximus", with the raising, and lower-
ing of thumbs being the method of voting.
There can be little doubt that this university community
would be poorer if it were to lose Joel Hartt. It is this that
must concern us. Mr. Hartt may not have his contract re-
newed because decisions on academic personnel are made
by only one segment of the academic community, and that
segment is bound up in their own interest, in the systems of
tenure and seniority. This can only lead to irrational, and
occasional incompetent choices.
The major, more, the only reason for the existence of a
university is its students. It will only be when the students
of universities have the major voice in staffing decisions
that we can expect rational decisions aimed solely at the
quality of the aid we get when we search for knowledge
and understanding.
While each faculty member should and does have a vested
interest in the question of contracts, the system of tenure
and seniority must not be the only basis, or even the ma-
jor basis on which these decisions are reached. We cannot
continue to allow superior instructors to be released, while
retaining less competent ones with "tenure".
The lack of participation by the major part of the univer-
sity community in this segment of administration and sys-
tem of "tenure" that forces less than optimum decisions
to take place can no longer be considered acceptable. This
situation must change, and it must change immediately.
REPRESENTATION?
The Cord had reservations about what students could ac-
complish when on the senate. We were criticized for our
cynicism. We were also concerned about the quality of the
students that would be elected. Fortunately our pessimism
in this regard was unfounded. Our student senators are con-
cerned and willing to fight for the student body. However
they are impatient within the structure.
At the senate meeting held on October 29 both their
concern and their impotence were clearly illustrated.
One motion that was put forward was that a full-time stu-
dent would, in the future be anyone taking the regular win-
ter session. Under present policy a student must take four
courses before being designated as full time.
In discussion of the motion some of the student senators
attempted to point out that under the proposal a student
taking only three courses would be required to pay the full
tuition fee instead of only paying for three courses. How-
ever the question was called before any discussion was al-
lowed on this crucial point. Only the students voted against
the motion and therefore the motion carried with a large
majority.
Allowing students on the senate gave us only token stu-
dent representation. However by having these members we
are now aware of administrative actions a lot sooner. This
does not mean much.
What's Happening Here?
Theron Kramer
On Tuesday, November 10, 1970,
an open SAC meeting was held to
consider the non-renewal of Joel
Hartt's contract as a Professor in
the Philosophy Department at
WLU. The facts presented at that
meeting are presented in other re-
ports in this paper. One import-
ant point (perhaps the most im-
portant) should be made. That
point is that the students in this
University are finally becoming
concerned with the fact that they
have little to say here about the
basic decisions being made that
affect their lives. We have been
given a small voice on some faculty
councils. We have been given a
small voice on Senate, University
Faculty Council, and the Board of
Governors. But the fact remains
that either that voice is too small
to effect any meaningful change,
or, in the case of individual fac-
ulties, and specifically the hiring
and dismissal of Professors, the
power lies elsewhere. Students
were informed of the decision not
to renew Joel Hartts contract.
Should we cheer? I don't think so.
It wouldn't have made the six mil-
lion Jews any happier to be in-
formed ahead of time what was
going to happen to them.
What, then, should we cheer
about. We should cheer about the
fact that we are getting together.
As Darrol Bryant pointed out at
the end of that SAC meeting, this
is the first time in this University
that we have "got it together".
And the important thing now is
that we keep it together. Only
through solidarity can we hope to
achieve the necessary power with
which to define the criteria by
which our futures will be shaped.
The main issue is that the academ-
ic community as a whole should be
involved directly in the decisions
presently being made by chair-
man of departments and admin-
istrators. Only then will this insti-
tution become truly the commun-
ity that Dr. Peters maintained it
is.
What's happening here? A
movement—not a movement to-
wards student power but a move-
ment towards making this in-
stitution the community it should
be where all faculty, administra-
tors, and students participate in
the realization of that goal.
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WHAT
IS
EDUCATION?
by Peter Hyne
•••seniority
...tenure
...learning
c
Seniority enters the picture in two ways:
(1) as something which helps to determine who makes the
decision about contracts; and (2) as something the decis-
ion-makers used to help make their decision about which
contracts to be renewed or dropped.
(1) Although the chairman of a department is elected by
the faculty members of his department for a three year
term he is not really the spokesman for all of them on every
decision he makes. According to university wide policy, he
is solely responsible for hiring and firing. He must consult
with people other than the Dean and Academic Vice-Presi-
dent, but is also policy that these other people he consults
with must be senior faculty members, and not junior mem-
bers nor students.
So, one issue that comes out of this is whether the univer-
sity should restrict the people to be consulted in this way.
Another issue is whether the decision itself should rest on a
man or on a group (for example, a simple majority of all
department faculty members or a majority of all depart-
ment council members— which includes both faculty and
students). A third issue is how to determine who fits into
the senior members at the present time, university policy
leaves this open to be decided by the chairman. In the case
before us, the chairman interpreted "senior" to mean "ten-
ured". to have tenure means that a committee of adminis-
trators and elected faculty members with a tenure have de-
cided that a professor has proven himself to be competent
during a three or four year probationary period. A man
with tenure can be fired only for gross incompetence, gross
immorality, or because his specialty is being phased out
of the programme. Since people can get tenure at any ac-
ademic rank, a different rule could have been used. Senior-
ity might have been specified as only full professors, full
and associate professors (which is the usual one when
rank is involved), or full, associate, and assistant profes-
sors. If the last-mentioned method was used, it would have
meant that all faculty members in the Philosophy Depart-
ment including Hartt would have been involved.
(2) The second major issue is this: who should be dropped
if someone has to be dropped. The simplest rule is to drop
the department member with the least number of years.
Though unions, Parliaments, and universities all use the
seniority system to some extent other things must be con-
sidered. One of the arguments for seniority is that people
who have invested many years in an institution deserve
more consideration than those who have just joined. But
things other than seniority must be considered, as well.
Since there will be some loss involved, the issue is whether
the losses can be replaced within the remaining depart-
ment and whether the losses that cannot be replaced are
more important than what is kept. Some of the relevant
kinds of possible losses are: professional specialties, cour-
ses, teaching methods, magnatism, or student popularity,
the balance in the departmental programme, etc.
But even if these things are considered from the depart-
mental point of view, two things hamper the possibility of
a good decision being made. (1) If tenured people cannot be
dropped before all untenured people have already been
dropped, then many of these relevant factors cannot be
faced up to. It may happen that the tenured people in a giv-
en department are not able to give a balanced programme
or cover the major positions or schools of thought. In this
case, tenure is working against the best interests of the
whole university. It may work well when every depart-
ment is expanding, but does not seem to be flexible enough
to allow good results under entrenchment. Whether we
should give up tenure or entrenchment, something may
have to go to ensure a strong university. (2) The second
bad restriction is to make the decision within a depart-
ment. This excludes some important issues from being
raised. For example, The impact of one department on an-
other, the teaching of courses which bridge various de-
partments, the possibility of being involved in the uni-
versity community in ways that do not easily fall within the
departmentmental framework. After all, it may be that
part of the value of faculty members comes through things
not formally called courses. Since faculty members are
partly promoted to higher rank on the basis of their con-
tribution to the life of the university as a whole this should
also be considered when dropping someone. But this is not
a department decision, but one that should be made in the
same way promotions are made, by a committee of ad-
ministrators and faculty members representative of the
whole university. The issue here, then, is whether it is ev-
er fair to have a policy which makes a departmental chair-
man make a decision which involves much more than one
department.
photo by mcloughlin
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will it still need me, will it still feed me
geoff mcgregor
There is a popular expressed
theorum that suggests a person
takes as long to complete a task
as the amount of time he has in
which to do it. The following
article is aimed at questioning the
concern of qualified people and
the public in coping with the prob-
lems that will be inherent when
the machine does our work and we
do nothing.
Since the time we entered the in-
dustrial era we have never been
able to adjust to the increasing
changes brought about by the
needs of that era. We have never
been able to follow a plan to achi-
eve the ideal but have always
acted on ill-founded impulse.
The past 150 years in the United
States are an illuminating example
of our lack of foresight. It was a
young and resourceful country,
full of the wealth of the industrial
era. It was blessed with abun-
dant mineral and natural wealth
until man the entrepreneur step-
ped in. He had never before had
such wealth and he handled it like
the "nouveau riche" that he was.
In that 150 years the United States
lost over 67% of their petroleum
reserves, 80% of their timber,
85% of their wildlife, and 60%
of their high grade iron ore.
In Canada we were a little late
in starting but we are carrying
on the tradition. We continue to
wholesale our resources down
the drain just because we have
them and seem not using them
right now. We continue to eat up
land through urban sprawl dis-
regarding the fact that only 6% of
our land is permanently usable
for agriculture.
It is true that we are beginning
to plan now to save what there is
or use it correctly. Perhaps we
will achieve this but there is more
than just planning for the near
future because of what was lost
in the past. Must we always learn
from errors?
The era of the leisure society
is in the forseeable future. The
machine and the computer will
become the slaves of man and he
will be left to concentrate on more
important tasks than simple work.
Only a few selected professional
services will remain. What will
we do with our time?
Leisure time has never been
conciously planned in the past
or the present outside of the in-
dividual level. However there
seems to be a constant, dominant
pastime to fill in leisure time and
keep the unemployed employed
and again our neighbours to the
south are the pace-setters. That
constant is war. The war in Viet
Nam continues mainly because
of the capitalistic, Protestant
ethic that work is a virtue. With-
out the war the number of
un-
employed would be outrageous
to the public so the politicians feel
they must keep the war going or
loose votes. This sort of evasion
is typical of our time and of the
past.
To be more realistic we must
concede that some sort of welfare
state will be unavoidable when
the machine in its geometric pro-
gression eliminates nine tenths
of our jobs. The concentration of
research must be chanelled into
perfecting such a welfare state
and. more importantly, into deal-
ing more adequately with the
leisure time that will prevail in
the not so distant future. The so-
ciologist must forget such trivia
as the effect of maggots on the
consumption of garbage in India
and apply what knowledge they
have acquired to this problem
which is already making itself
evident. The psychologist and
the sociologist are possibly the
key to worthwhile future but
whatever the solution we must
stop living in the past, screwing
up the present and avoiding the
future.
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WATERLOO TAXI
55 KING ST. N.
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Cars To Serve You #45-4# 03
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Final Year Students
Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one of the
most exciting roles in business management. He tackles
complex and fascinating problems. For the
professionally-trained man the scope is limitless.
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon
representatives, on campus
November 16th & 17th
Appointments should be made through the Student
Placement Office. If this time is not convenient,
please contact us directly: 744-1171
Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Halifax • Saint John . Quebec • Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto
Hamilton • Kitchener • London • Windsor • Thunder Bay • Winnipeg
Regina • Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver • Victoria
CHRISTIAN NEWS
„
. ,
„
Free for all Students
Christian News
New Haven Mo. 63 068 USA
Please send me your paper free of charge for the school year
Name
Address
City Province Canada
Waterloo Lutheran University
Christian News is an independent, conservative newspaper dedicated to Biblical Christianity,
the highest standard of scholarship and unmanaged news
UP FOR GRADS
The following companies will be present on campus during the next few weeks.
Prospective graduates who wish to have an appointment with one or more of the
company representatives are requested to arrange an appointment through the
Placement Office, and leave a copy of their resume sheet at the Placement Office,
at least 3 days prior to the interview date. Placement literature is available for
students in 3C16.
November 13th, 1970 The Goodyear Tire & Rubber G.D. Wilson, Supervisor - Salaried
Co. Personnel
Simpson Sears Ltd., Marc Dufour
November 16th, 1970 Riddell, Stead & Co. I.M. Forrest, Director of Personnel
Winspear, Higgins, Stevenson
& Doane J.R. Jackson, Partner
Ernst & Ernst George White, Manager
Clarkson, Gordon & Co. C.L. Armstrong, C.A.
November 17th, 1970 Deloitte, Plender,
Haskins & Sells D.W. Irwin, Personal Director
Price Waterhouse & Co. Stephen H. Cornforth, Manager
Redfern, More & Co. L.D. Mitchell, Partner
Clarkson, Gordon & Co. C.L. Armstrong, C.A.
November 18th, 1970 Arthur Anderson, & Co. Lan M. Young, Audit Manager
Redfern More & Co. L.D. Mitchell, Partner
Thome, Gunn,
Helliwell & Christenson J.D. Truax
Touche Ross & Co. R.G. Disney
November 19th, 1970 Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co. P.R. Pielsticker, Supervisor
McDonald, Currie & Co. D.A. Buehlow, Partner
Redfern More & Co. L.D. Mitchell, Partner
November 20th, 1970 McDonald, Currie & Co. D.A. Beuhlow, Partner
November 23rd, 1970 Bell Canada B.W. Aikman, University Employment
Mgr.
November 24th, 1970 Shell Canada
November 25th, 1970 Upjohn Stuart Alexander, District Sales Mgr.
November 30th, 1970 Carnation Co. Ltd.
Robert M. Shaw, Product Mgr.
Ames Co. (Miles Lab.) Grahame Richards, District Sales Mgr.
see the first running of
THE WLU STATISTICS CLASS
PURSE
THURS. DEC. 3, 1970 AT MOHAWK RACEWAY
■ •■*. ct&z&z&gxr?
TICKET INCLUDES
□TRANSPORTATIONTO TRACK
□ADMISSION TO CLUBHOUSE
□SMORGASBORD DINNER
□ RACING PROGRAM
□TROPHYPRESENTATION TO WINNING DRIVER
TICKETS $10.00
Available Tues. & Fri. 1 :00 - 1 :30
Fifth Floor, New Teaching Building
midnight
FORWELL
SUPER VARIETY & University
BOOKSALE
- 20% REDUCTION ON -
- All Non-Course Books
- Clothbound Trade Books
- Reference Books ie. Dictionaries
BOOKSTORE
NOV. - 18 - 21
REDOUBLED John d barber
It is not always correct, espec-
ially in no trump,
to win the first
trick in a suit.
It is often impera-
tive not to do so,
in the hope that
your
opponents' communication
can
be broken. In the following
hand, both South, and
East must
duck, and allow their opponent
to
win an early trick, if they
wish to
make, or defeat
the contract.
VULNERABLE: None.
OPENING LEAD: 6 of Spades.
DEALER: East.
EAST SOUTH WEST NORTH
Pass 1 Club Pass 1 Heart
Pass 1 Notrump Pass 2 Notrump
Pass 3 Notrump
All Pass
The auction is easy to follow.
South, with a semi-balanced hand,
and stoppers in the unbid suits,
rebids 1 notrump. North is close to
bidding game, but settles for an
invitation, and South goes on.
With a spade lead, South must
be careful not to let his opponents
cash too many tricks. It does not
matter what he does if spades are
four-four, but if West has five,
he must duck to prevent East
from giving his partner the lead
later on. East must also duck his
club ace twice, or South will be
able to use the club suit to get to
dummies' hearts.
When East clears the spade suit
after winning the club ace, South
cashes the club suit, and finesses
the ten of hearts. East must again
duck, for if he wins this trick, the
heart suit will run.
South must also realize that
East should duck, and go up with
the ace on the second round of the
suit. Just because a finesse wins
once, it gives no assurance that
it will win the second time. If
South takes a second finesse, he
will come to only eight tricks.
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"follow the ball
fun for all"
WHERE?
Westmount Billiards
University - Erb St.
on Westmount Rd.
WESTMOUNT PLACE
SHOPPING CENTRE
1/4 lb. Burgers... /lRc
'with the works' %3
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEK
STUDENTS!
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TUESDAY
NOV. 17
1 :30 PM
BALLROOM
SAC will be holding
a vote in support of
Joel Hartt
If "life insurance"turns
you off, how does
"Money for Living"grab you?
Akey word in life insurance is "life". car, business of your own, rainy day
Because it's for the living. You and fund.
your beneficiary. Right
now you're probably in good
Put simply, you and Aid Associa-
health and can buy "money for liv-
tion for Lutherans make a contract to ing" insurance at the lowest possible
reach a certain financial goal. As you rate. Have ano obligation
visit with
build toward that goal, your contract your AAL representative. He'll help
amasses "living" money that could be you put some "life" in
life insurance,
the basis for all your plans for the fu- He represents our common concern
ture. Money you can use for any pur- for human
worth.
pose —
down payment on a home, new
Theodore H. Luft Agency
86 Wedgewood Drive
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada
w
Aid Association for Lutherans m Appleton,Wisconsin
Fraternalife Insurance
Life • Health • Retirement
w puiLosoPuv
BCgajomics |
THE PEOPLE FOR 1,ua!A H1- 212 KING ST. E., HAMILTON 528-6389
"SfHINn" ll'pf 153 KING ST. W., KITCHENER 748-9741
IL'CMO w
centres LTD. J*J 119 KING ST. LONDON 438 0191
let's have more of this
Thursday, November the fifth was the date. The student
ballroom at WLU was the place. The Brass Union was the
band. Jack Pine was the entertainment and comedy act.
The Brass Union is, without a doubt, one of the cleanest
sounds around. They have a refreshing, inimitable style
which gives the listener an amazing high that lasts for
hours. The band consists of nine men (or a reasonable fac-
simile) who each have their own distinct musical talent.
Lenny Blum, Bruce Wilson, and Terry Bramhall play lead,
rhythm, and bass guitar, in that order. John Hannah is the
Union's drummer who sits high above the rest looking like
a sun god. David Thrasher plays no instrument, but he sings,
with a voice that matches the mood of each song. There are
four pieces of brass in the band - two trumpets, manned
by John Willet, and Cliff (Floyd) Hunt, a saxophone played
by Darrell Nameth, and a slide trombone belonging to Don
Barryman.
The Brass Union is full of little comedy acts and one-
line jokes. These vary to suit the age level of their audience.
For example, last Thursday night, the boys did a song
called "Wheelchair". Lenny introduced this song as one
about a man who has no genitals, and his wife who has no
legs. However, on Saturday, November the seventh, the
band played for a Catholic high school in Hamilton, On-
tario to an audience composed mostly of thirteen and four-
teen year olds. "Wheelchair" was played, but no mention
was made of the sad couple spoken of in the previous sen-
tence. Much of their humour is based on slapstick comedy,
and the masters in this department are Blum, Wilson,
Barry, and Hannah. But they are funny, and can joke their
way around any technical difficulties they encounter, or a
bad audience.
The band originated in Burlington, Ontario at Aldershot
High School. I imagine it started out to be a little high
school band, and a bunch of the guys getting together etc.
Not too many of the original band members are left. How-
ever, the nine musicians who play together now, and pro-
duce such a great sound, have been together for about
two and a half to three years. In those three years, the
band has gone from a part time band to a full time band,
they have purchased about $16,000 worth of sound and
light equipment, they have bought two vans, and sold one
to buy a huge truck in which to carry their equipment, (the
other is expressly for riding in), they have a fantastic
wardrobe, bright and colourful, and yet as individual as
they are. they have cut one 45 record in Hamilton, which
sold well among the younger set, and they have established
for themselves a name and an image. They range in age
from eighteen to twenty-two. Lenny and David are already
married. Darrell is engaged to be married on the second of
January, and Terry, on the nineteenth of December.
The material the band does ranges from Chicago to Led
Zeppelin. They have a whole medley of Chicago songs in
which the brass section plays the dominant part. They do a
beautiful job on Abbey Road by the Beatles, interjecting
the Abbey Road songs with some of the Beatie's older hits
such as "Yesterday"and "Michelle". They also do some
Blood, Sweet and Tears. In all of these songs, they do not
try to imitate the original composers. They play the num-
bers in their own style, unpretentious and unassuming.
They do not claim to be as good as 8.5.&T., and the com-
ments on their arrangement of Chicago range from "they
massacre it" to "a great similarity". They write quite a
bit of their own material. Lenny has written quite a few,
Bruce has written some, and John Willet claims some of
the songs as his. Some of their own songs are "Too Old to
Work and Too Young to Die", "Wheelchair", "It Won't
be Long", "It's Over", "Ship with Wings", and"The Gos-
pel Song". The Brass Union plays a song to suit your every
mood. "Wheelchair" is a comedy, a light, airy tune with
a quick pace. But in the next breath, they can turn around
and play something as soft and beautiful as "I Love You
More Than You'll Ever Know", a Blood, Sweat and Tears
production. They play heavy music, such as "Abbey Road",
and they play the folk music of Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young.
The Brass Union has a terrific stage appearance. They
are colourful and bright. They stand at different levels in
rows. The back row is composed of rhythm guitar, drums,
and bass guitar. The second row is brass - two trumpets,
then the organ and sax, then the trombone. The front row
is David on vocals, and Lenny on lead guitar. They all have
long, white vests with floor length fringe, that flows slowly
in time to the music. The vests were custom made in Tor-
onto, and are made of a soft leatherette. They wanted lea-
ther but they couldn't get the leather in pure white. Each
band member changes his outfit two or three times during
the course of the dance. They all dress fairly much alike -
flared pants, boots, and vests, but they are all different and
portray their individual personalities by the clothes they
wear. The lighting is beautiful. They have soft, melting, co-
lours, a harsh, errie strobe, spotlights, and loud vibrant
lights which enhance their performance.
I find it difficult to sit here and write an objective, non-
biased review of the Brass Union. I have been in love with
the entire band for more than a year now. It is so easy to
feel close to them, because they are not idols, they are not
pop heroes like the Beatles or the Stones, - they are real.
Their music is beautiful, and so refreshing to listen to. One
cannot get bored listening to the Brass Union. There are
so many different facets to them. I can identify with those
of you who have heard them and like them, but to those who
either dislike them or have not heard them, I can only feel
sympathy.
Jack Pine provided a wonderful anti-climax to the clean
sound of the Brass Union. Formerly called Phase 111, they
consist of drums, a few strings, some vocals, and some-
thing that could be called an organ. They thoroughly des-
troyed every song they did. They might not have been bad
had they not tried to imitate. When they played McCart-
ney, the lead singer tried to sound like Paul McCartney,
when they did Blood, Sweat and Tears, he tried to capture
David Clayton Thomas' powerful voice, and worse still,
when they played any Beatles numbers, he tried to do
John Lennon. They were confused and disorganized. My
only advice to them is that they get their heads togehter,
because somewhere, buried under the mess, is a basically
good sound. Their lead singer has a good voice, with fine
quality, but he should keep it and not try to replace it with
John Lennon or anyone else. Their instrumental section is
blurry and indistinct. I see this as a result of their efforts
to be loud and heavy, rather than focusing on being clear
and precise. The potential is there, but it is very hard to
see.
Over all, the animal dance was a great success. There
was a good crowd which seemed to be enjoying itself
greatly. Soft drinks and food were available throughout
the night, and the admission prices were not as exorbitant
as they usually are. The crowd did not dwindle towards
the end, and everybody left in high spirits. Some of them
came in high spirits as well.
I hope to see the Brass Union at WLU again. I think they
would be an instant ingredient for another successful dance.
Mary Nolan
RECORDS by tuje
Dave Mason is another fine
English guitarist, who emerged
from Steve Winwood's Traffic to
gig in the celebrated band of
"Friends" of Delaney and Bonnie.
On this, his first solo LP, Mason
has gathered sidesmen from both
these excursions, and their backing
talents contribute to an overall
"togetherness" in the music.
The music itself defies categoriza-
tion for it integrates elements of
Traffic styled "soft" rock, D and
B's stylizations of gospel blues
and country openess and fresh-
ness with such ease that a unique-
ness unknown since the birth of
the C Sand N triumvirate is appa-
rent. Mason's unique vocalizations
and guitar virtouosity are present
on each of the eight cuts on the
LP, and the now top-40 single
"Only You And I Know" is indic-
ative of its overall musical im-
pression. Two selections in par-
ticular stand out on the album,
"Shouldn't Have Took More Than
You Gave" and "Look At Me,
Look at You". Both are master-
pieces of harmony and arrange-
ment equal in calibre to "Wood-
en Ships" and "Suite: Judy Blue
Eyes" of the now standard Cros-
by, Stills, and Nash LP. Mason's
brilliant wah-wah lead on these
selections shows a tasteful res-
traint of the self-indulgent vir-
tuosity of many of today's "super-
star" guitarists; thus, the com-
positions retain a flowing integ-
rity amidst complex rhythmic
variations and vocal-instrumental
interchanges.
Leon Russell's knack for effec-
tive arrangement of gospel-orient-
ed bluesy material is evident in
the selections "Waiting For You",
which exudes an infectious rolling
Rand B rhythm, "Just A Song",
and "World In Changes". In each
of these pieces, the keyboard work
haunts the background of the me-
lody, giving a depth to the musical
texture. "Can't Stop Warrying,
Can't Stop Loving" and "Sad and
Deep As You" round out the LP
in a bluesy acoustic vein.
The album, then is an intri-
cate arrangement of diverse mu-
sical sources that works, is enjoy-
able listening, and constantly im-
proves with continued listening.
The jacket and record itself
are
noteworthy in their uniqueness.
The jacket is a tasteful hangup
poster and the record
is-well-
quite a departure from
the stan-
dard black disc. Thus, in
its en-
tirety, the Dave Mason package
will intrigue your mind for
hours.
Its a true collector's item
if y°u
follow the new directions
in rock.
P S. This, and other albums
in
the vanguard of the
"rock re-
volution'' as well as a good
se ec
tion of classical, folk, blues
and
jazz are available in The
Book
store. Prices are extremely
com
petitive being on par
with those
of A and A Records and
Sam the
Record Man of Toronto, so
drop
by and browse through.
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the story of lukas
uku
And it came to pass that people of every kind were beck-
oned to this pastoral place of academics for an evening of
celebration for the champions of the land. Much food,
drink, and merriment was to be there for the folk to par-
take of, and it was hoped that people would journey from
far and near to embrace the festivities. And among the
multitudes who were making this trek was a fair and gen-
tle youth, of the name Lukas.
He was a child who understood but could not do harm
unto the devious ways of the bad shepherd. Because he
knew of no way to ease the emperor from
his throne,
Lukas stood by and watched as his brothers fell to the
ground. And frequently when he saw this happen he fell
to weeping. Of late he had seen his sorrow to be fruitless
so he began to search for a better shepherd and as if it
were devined by the gods he found an unnatural basket of
shining yellow fruit on his mantlepiece one morning, and
when he ate of it he envisioned the bad shepherd unclothed
and immediately he knew the road to the New Day started
with Truth.
Thus Lukas proceeded to the celebration of Champions
taking with him his most cherished shining fruit of truth
which he hoped to offer to those who seemed to live with-
in the tangled web of the bad shepherd. And so he entered
the throng and began his search for those who seemed con-
fused. First he approached one younger than himself, who
appeared perplexed by the great number of folk present.
When Lukas bade the youth to eat of his shining fruit, he
noticed fear and mistrust in the innocent's face, for many
vials of potent drink had been quaffed during the evening.
This bewildered Lukas, so he wished the youth good health
and went onward in his search. In a dark corner there were
seated seven large and jocular champions, and upon see-
ing this, Lukas' eyes alighted for they were surely en-
trapped by the emperor. He strode to their table and made
his offering with a friendly and happy voice. After he had
done this, he saw the danger of the seven, for their faces
showed them to be devout worshippers of the bad shep-
herd's teachings. They were said to never hesitate to do
violence unto any who seemed to them evil.
He tried to depart, but alas Lukas was slow of foot and
the seven disciples pounced on him, thrust the shining
fruit into his face and began to strike and kick at his head.
The cries for mercy and assistance went unheeded, and it
was not long before Lukas was beaten senseless. There was
no-one at the celebration who dared to interfere on behalf
of the bearer of the golden fruit, for he seemed to be ques-
tioning their Way of Life. So, the seven dragged the
shattered body of Lukas outside, to continue their attack on
him.
After a time they became tired of their sport so they
left him to the jackals on the street, and returned to the
party.
Thus the festivities carried on merrily into the late
hours of the morning, and as it began to end the host
arose and proclaimed—A good time has been had by ALL! —
And the multitude heartily concurred while the emperor
laughed.
ramblin parade
roger j horst
took my mind out for
a walk/
quiet in the park with grist iron
growing like trees/& shade God's
illusion/heaven is a sleight of
hand in somebody else's master
plan (written for paupers and
kings)/world - weary headaches
smelling like something Lermen-
tov invented on a bad stomach/
muddy puddles falling as manna
in the streets/sadness a thing a
man told me i felt
if you care to comment just
remember better men than you
have fallen/many have fallen/you
have only to watch the dump
trucks/i'm sure there is a mean-
ing in this/ask every Boy Scout &
Judge, they know
i understand from friends that
there is also a fair ferment in
revolution/people have trafficked
in many other things & there's
probably less money in revolu-
tion anyway/tonight i could care
less if you kill yourself, just
don'tkill me
"Abhorrent, abhorrent" some
of the less ambitious parade
marshalls cry/Apathy's the
thing/it must be/ i suppose
(stepping outside myself into
the rain) that weirdness is a
bird or a stone shouting "Help"
Catapult, somebody said cata-
pult/the point is clearly the - of
words in the English language/
Somebody isn't using them
Rules without passion & cal-
culated weirdness/there's some
of the Enemy/i've been assured
(by all concerned) that enemys
are important/i've been called a
traitor and a failure too/who
cares? somebody beaten in the
New Orleans jail claims they
heard of a man who did/could be
a woman too/it's a very serious
theme
the column's walking me and
my mind now/i'm just following
the words across the page/i'd
really like to inform you of Fan-
tasy/that's what IT'S supposed
to be/it's true it's true that many
have claimed to see the real
world/that's THEIR problem, not
mine
some radicals grow up to dis-
cover that they're only liberals/i
never quite made a label & so
just grew up to find they still
hadn t developed any for me/
their problem again/maybe pro-
jection s the thing/(i've made a
tew attempts at honesty)
being a very tolerant chap i
wrote the above drinking beer/
wondering if it really is pure
spring water/but you can't give
any to the gods/mind you, that's
a very private view
i've got a friend who always
says"the closer to the ground,
the better" when he drinks/he's
a great pipeliner & will support
violent revolution when drunk
enough/he's got other problems
too/none worth mentioning
though
music is the unity and that's
dash-and-dart in the room/feel-
in so good now/the Dream
Army came just a minute ago
i've waited in the dark
a long time for you
sparking eyes
and long clever reaches
whispers of confidence
and days of grace
(summertime memories too)
we've all waited a long time
-candles dying in the morning
and unity a memory
in some computer's brain
something altogether differ-
ent/that'll keep the circus in the
parade/Marcel Dionne skating
dotted lines around the clowns/
"Ah now that I can relate to"
gleefully cried the Unemfuckin-
employed Pipeliner/(Generally
speaking & General Weirdness
how are u2day)
There he is, a mike on a moun-
tain top, given a chance to speak
his bit to the world — all he
can say is this/But beware of
every layer and ground level
Understanding it better now?
thought so/we're workin it out
better/sort of like a jam
-marmalade apple sauce
and peaches too
many a man
and person
This column is very strange/i
can hardly wait to get up in the
morning and read it
This is a paid advertisement
for Rent-A-Drunk/"Find you're
drinking alone? Rent-a-drunk/
Find a new friend"
-a dirty long hair in the back
chortles a low mean chuckle "if
you really want to find a new
friend, come with me"
-apples are in season
and my mother
made another pie
so if you're ramblin by
hang a hello
HAVENS CONCERT rainer loiskandi
Over three thousand people
jammed the Phys. Ed. Complex
at the University of Waterloo, a
week ago last Friday to see the
incredible' Ritchie Havens in
concert. As seems par for the
course at the U of W, the event
was somewhat lacking in organ-
ization. No one seemed to know
anything about the lighting sys-
tem in the complex. After some
experimentation, some genius
managed to flip off the correct
switches; only to have to turn
them on again ten minutes later
when the promoters remember-
ed that they needed to get a
piano through the crowd and
onto the stage. After some tam-
pering with the sound system,
everything now seemed ready
and everyone waited patiently for
Ritchie.
Instead, they send on a folk-
group featuring guitarist-vocal-
ist, Cathy Smith. So, who the hell
is Cathy Smith, you ask? Evi-
dently, in the States, she's some-
thing of a Joni Mitchel—but Joni
Mitchel is Canadian? Anyway,
her half hour stage show consist-
ed exclusively of original, unin-
spired material and had the net
effect of giving everyone a sore
ass!!
Finally, twenty minutes after
Cathy Smith and her group left
the stage, Ritchie Havens graced
the crowd with his long overdue
appearance. His set was a short
one, musically, consisting of nine
or ten songs at best. Havens,
who was obviously under the in-
fluence of Cannibus, seemed
physically tired from his present
tour committments and was far
happier to philosophize the uni-
verse than entertain the crowd
musically.
In all fairness though; when
he wasn't rapping or tuning his
guitar. Havens was far fucking
out! Of special note was his ver-
sion of James Taylor's 'Fire
and Rain,' which in itself was a
rarity, since Havens rarely re-
sorts to doing any material other
than his own.
It was the first song all night
that Havens put any life into and
picked up a rather spiritless
crowd from what would have
been a mediocre evening.
After another rap session and
few more unenthusiastic songs,
Havens broke into, what must
have been one of the best per-
formances of his universal song—
'Freedom.' Dancing and clap-
ping around the stage with his
bass player until his shirt was
soaked with perspiration, Ritchie
bought the people to their feet.
The response was fantastic and
managed to bring Havens back
on for a half-assed encore in
which he sang a few more bars of
'Freedom,' introduced the mem-
bers of his group. Woopee shit!!
Then he was gone, when it just
seemed as though he was getting
started.
When I stop and consider the
length and quality of the con-
cert. and the four bucks that I
paid because I wasn't from the
University of Waterloo, I can't
help but get the feeling that
the Ritchie Havens concert was a
Rip-off!!Richie Havens
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TAMIAE
SYMPOSIUM
SAC and TAMIAE
treasurers arrested
by R. L. Desjardins
On Nov. 4, 1970, seventeen "basic" business students
from WLU boarded your basic" train to Montreal to par-
take in a "Business Symposium". The CNR allowed them
to rule the bar car all the way to Montreal. The "Bistro",
their pub on wheels, was the highlight of the train ride.
Willy Scott tried to steal the show with his famous pass-
ing-out-with-your-eyes-open-trick. The students all man-
aged to arrive in Montreal where their esteemed president,
Mr. Bowie, thanked the entire coach car for having been
with the group,
but few of their fellow travellers would
give him even a "basic" smile. Small wonder.
Most of the lads wasted no time in finding out how many
night clubs were still open. Mr. Parides found more then
the rest of the group and arrived very late at the hotel.
While pounding on his door in an effort to get in he receiv-
ed a bonus for his efforts. The lady in the next room
opened her door to see what was amuck. There she stood,
stark naked! Since she didn't recognize Dennis, she shut
it. Undaunted, he proceeded to pound upon her door.
However, a gentleman appeared this time, ending a po-
tentially beautiful relationship. Dennis was considerably
sobered up by this. After several cracks of dawn the
Tamiae members were all greeted by a five-hour sermon
provided by Robin Hood Multifoods. Sessions with their
Product Manager, their National Sales Rep. and their
advertising agency were the highlights of the visit.
Tamiae members then proceeded to Molsons Breweries
where they spent the remaining portion of the afternoon.
Unfortunately they closed their bar at six pm, so the group
was forced to turn themselves loose on "la belle ville".
Everyone had a favorite spot, but everyone's favorite
was "The Moustache". They all managed to spend one
night there.
Those that bothered to go to bed Thursday night had to
rise Friday morning at Eight am in order to benefit from
a well presented Bell Telephone seminar. That afternoon
they were enlightened by ClL's vice-president in charge
of corporate planning, who discussed that very issue.
In the evening they partook of a visit to the Dow Planet-
arium and tested the hypothesis that you can drink "50"
in the Dow Planetarium. Afterwards they, again, attack-
ed the city's night life with whatever gusto was left.
Saturday morning was set aside as a do-it-yourself morn-
ing. Whatever you wanted to do, you did yourself as every-
one else was too tired to help. In the afternoon the group
was treated with a "vin d'honneur" by the City of Mon-
treal. A dinner meeting at Isle St. Helene de Champlain
restaurant with Mr. George Nation, VP of Dominion
Securities as the guest speaker. Mr. Nation impressed
upon them the troubles in Quebec business and how im-
portant bilingualism is becoming. Quebec businesses are
catering to the French-Canadians, not to the English-
Canadians.
Later a few of the party, not believing that "good fences
make good neighbours" decided to take it upon themselves
to tour the Expo grounds. It was such a beautiful day and
there appeared to be no one around to bother them. How-
ever Montreal's finest did not feel the same way. In fact
for two and one half hours they proceeded to impress
upon this group the meaning of a barbed wire fence. Those
who now have a black mark appearing next to their names
are SAC treasurer "Scrouge Currie, Tamiae treasurer
Tim Tubbs (alias Quibbs), Tamiae interpreter Robert
Desjardin, Tamaie photographer John McKittrick and
Tamiae nobody Mike Connolly. The police were concern-
ed about the "basic" lack of intelligence of these people.
The convicts were more concerned about missing the
hockey game that evening. They mentioned this several
times and after a slight amount of confusion about a con-
vict by the name of Bob Desjardin they were found
not
guilty by the jury of the captain and his two detectives.
It
should be noted that the hockey game was not as nearly
an
! exciting experience.
I
Early Sunday morning they arose, left their "basic
hotel to board the "basic" train. Steve Curry was the
only loaded one on the way home. His snores
could be
heard above everyone elses.
A special thanks is deserving Mr. Jan Bowie,
Mr. Tim
"Quibbs" and Mr. Ross Curry for accomplsihing
the
impossible—an educational as well as fun trip. An honour-
able mention should go to John McKittrick who
worked
I hard to take some 60 pictures. Unfortunately the best
40
are on one negative as a result of some undetectable
faulty film.
Although the Bus. IV hockey team lost their game
that
night let me impress upon you the fact that not one
of the
players fell asleep on or off the ice during the entire gamephotos by mckittrick
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POLLUTION PROBE murray johnson
Throughout the summer, Lake
Ontario and its beaches in and
around the Toronto area have been
in a state of continual regression
from mirky, to dirty, to down
right shitty. The algae has been
growing at fantastic rates—subse-
quently being washed up on shores
and floating on the waters' sur-
face, lapping up the sun and oxy
gen and blanketing the lake. Thou-
sands would say it was due to an
increase in phosphates and nitrate
concentration in the water, thus
pointing a slimy finger at munici-
pal water and sewage treatment
plants. But a conservative estim-
ate might attribute it to natural
phenomena.
Dead fish came rolling in on Tor-
onto Island and beaches in Missis-
sauga, Oakville and Hamilton.
Examination by officials of the
O.W.R.C. attributed it to high le-
vels of mercury, lead and disease-
causing organisms. However one
must also take into consideration
that valid assumptions made by
many self-appointed authorities
on the matter—namely the man
on the street and the housewife
who faithfully reads "Dear Abby",
watches afternoon soap operas and
"knows where it's at". They hy-
pothesize that these fish would die
at season's end anyway, that
Ontario's major industries have
recorded increased profits this
quarter, and "Why the hell doesn't
someone clean up these beaches—
we pay enough taxes around here
and..."
Finally we turn our attention to
raw and untreated sewage. Muni-
cipalities have, in the past months,
been hard-pressed and tight-bud-
geted, so one can sympathize with
those which have had to settle for
only primary sewage treatment.
Raw sewage is the worst and
most inexcusable type of water
pollution. Decaying septic tanks,
located on or below the water
table are totally ineffective and
waste is merely drained off and
into any nearby body of water.
Lake freighters, cruise ships
and pleasure boats are notorious
for dumping shit into the water,
and pumping bilges while under
power. It is ridiculous to assume
that the waters can be patrolled
to prevent such dumping—indivi-
dual moral responsibility and
good sense (two qualities sadly
lacking in many of us) must be
heavily relied upon.
Fall and winter is a time of re-
couperation for the lake; a time
when it can clean its bowels of all
the crap we have filled it with.
Waste can be more readily decom-
posed, oil and gasoline spills are
infrequent, and nature attempts
to rebalance itself. With stricter
controls on pollution and a higher
standard set by the 0.W.R.C.,
Lake Ontario has a future; if we
continue at our present pace, a
cesspool similar to that experienc-
ed in Lake Erie is inevitable.
photo by mcloughlin
No greater man than he who gives blood for his country.
the
cord
thanx
everyone
especially
the world for
being such a nice
place to live quietly
Replay David mckinley
Head Basketball Coach Don
Smith is basically optimistic about
his team's chances this year;
though he wouldn't come right
out and say it. He said that at
times the team has looked very
good and at other times very bad,
but he's looking forward to more
good nights than bad ones. Coach
Smith, an import from down
South, has yet to see any other
Canadian university basketball
teams in action. He feels that the
Hawks will do quite well in their
own league.
Lutheran will have a small team
this year. What they have is good
but there is little depth. There are
a number of young guards on the
team who look promising.
There are presently thirteen
players practising with the team,
though only twelve will dress
for each game. The starting-five
are Herb Stan, Mike Moffat, Chris
Coulthard, Larry Danby, and Rod
Dean. Coulthard, Danby and
Stan played last year, while Mof-
fat and Dean are rookies. Three
other players who will be used re-
gularly are Lee Goldie, Pat Wood-
burn, and Jim Axford.
The Hawks will play their first
game in Windsor on November 21.
This exhibition game will be fol-
lowed by a home, league-game
against Trent on the 25th. Follow-
ing this, the Hawks will compete in
the Naismith Tournament at the
University of Waterloo. This tourn-
ament will feature the best
collegiate teams from across
Canada. On December 4 and 5
Lutheran will host their own In-
ternational tournament featuring
Geneseo and Fredonia from New
York state and McMaster Univer-
sity.
The main portion of the Hawks
league play will not start until the
new year. There are five other
teams in the loop; Trent, Brock,
York, Ryerson, and Laurentian;
and each will be played twice.
Laurentian is said to have the
team to beat - they have a 67"
centre who is thirtv-one vears old.
The Hawks will not use a pat-
terned offense. Instead they will
make use of a "free-lance" offen-
se, concentrating on the fast-
break, quick shot, and good ball-
handling. On defense the Hawks
will use zone while switching to
man-to-man frequently.
The league champions will com-
pete in the C.I.A.U. champion-
ships, March 4 and 5 in Acadia.
Keep those dates open!
The 4th annual Intercollegiate Car Rally was held on the 7th andBth of
November. Representing Waterloo College Autosport Club and spons-
ored by Schmitt Sunoco, Bruce Willson and Gord Ferguson placed sec-
ond overall and second varsity crew.
photo by mcloughlin
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BABIES NEEDN'T FOLLOW...
Every year a number of girls
at WLU discover they are preg-
nant. Often this is a result of
lack of information regarding
birth control methods or careless-
ness in their useage. The unfor-
tunate part about such lack of in-
formation is that there exists
two excellent sources at WLU.
1. Health Services Room IC3
Arts Building, Ext. 279. Health
Services is open 9-5 5 days a
week. A nurse is always available
for consultation and Dr's. come
in from 9-11 every morning. Mon-
day morning. Dr. Nurse a gynae-
cologist is available. He and the
other Dr's. will prescribe the
pill.
2. Counselling Services Room
2CI Art's Building. Counselling
Services is also open 9-12 & 1:15-
5. 5 days a week. Here informa-
tion on birth control and human
sexuality in general is available
to anyone (male or female) who
desires it. Counselling help for
the unwed mother is also avail-
able, including unwed mother's
homes, role of Children's Aid,
abortion counselling, etc.
Both of these sources are
strictly confidential, and appoint-
ments are easy to make by drop-
ping in, or telephoning.
The Birth Control Centre, U of
W, will also help those who
wish information in this area. It is
in R206. Campus Centre, U of
W, 744-6111, Ext. 3446. Open
Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 12:00
noon: 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Help in deciding which of these
services could be best for you
can be received by telephoning
Hi-Line, 745-4733, 7:00 p.m.-7:00
a.m. 7 days a week.
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j SWEATERS
1 Regularly from $9.95 to $24.95 /
( SO6O $1 050 )
// NOW to I \
l\ This sale will not be repeated /
a,:.-,
Saturday sweaters Monday /#
9 am to 1 pm w
\l
SYNTHESIS
STEREO SHOP
GRAND OPENING
Nov. 12, 13, & 14
"New Pop LP's"
At low, low Prices
Newly Released Pink Floyd $1.99
For as long as they last
Sat., Nov. 14from 10:00a.m.
Many other SPECIALS and
GIVE AWAYS announced on CHYM
THROUGHOUTOUR
GRAND OPENING SALE
Specials on Stereo Components
& accessories
Always at 1 0% Discount to students
Dual, Pioneer, Panasonic, Ags,
Pop, Classical, Folk etc. LP's and Tapes
Newest Rock LP's at lowest prices
SEE US BEFORE
NOT AFTER!
ARTS and
SCIENCE
Final Year Students
Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one of the
most exciting roles in business management. He tackles
complex and fascinating problems. For the
professionally-trained man the scope is limitless.
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon
representatives, on campus
November 16th & 17th
Appointments should be made through the Student
Placement Office. If this time is not convenient,
please contact us directly: 744-1171
Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Halifax
•
Saint John
•
Quebec • Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto
Hamilton • Kitchener ■ London • Windsor • Thunder Bay • Winnipeg
Regina • Calgory • Edmonton • Vancouver ■ Victoria
112 YOUR 1
t OWN 4®
THING!
*
AT THE POP SHOPPE
SpfUfl * 1 33
s
PLUS REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT
Visit the Pop Shoppe and "do your own OPEN
thing". At the Pop Shoppe you buy your
soft drinks by the case, but you get to mix MON. THROUGH FRI.
the flavours you want, choose from many
flavours which include ginger ale, cola,
3fTl -
"
pfTI
cream SOda
'
"me " CkV
SAT. SUN. & HOLIDAYS
"FOR QUALITY AND PRICE, CANADA'S
, „
r
best buy 10am - 6 pm
GREAT FLAVOURS
GREAT SAVERS
»
92 Lodge St. Waterloo (one block from university & weber) J
